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The Praise of Pseudos 
 

Else Mogensen (Wassard Elea) 

 

 

 I have been asked to come here to talk to you today, to tell you 

about myself. What can be more important than to talk about me. My name 

is Pseudos or you may call me Mendacius, but in plain English I am just 

called Lies. I can see that many of you in the audience are surprised at my 

appearance and I heard somebody shout "baby face". You probably had 

expected an elegant gentleman in a silk suit. People do sometimes mistake 

me for Eros, and you will soon see that I can make people like each other, 

even love each other. I have caught your interest and I have gotten you to 

smile with my very looks and that is more than many great speakers do. Did 

you think that I looked like the Fallen Angel who, as you know, has been 

called the father of all lies, the father of Pseudos? I do not have wings or 

claws or with whatever Lucifer is equipped, and I certainly know who my 

father is, and it is not Lucifer. I will tell you all about that later. 

 I think you all want to know the reason why I am here. I have been 

invited here because the astronomers have at long last honored me by 

naming a newfound star, a constellation, after me, so I am evidently a 

sensation. The astrologists, the researchers of my science, are convinced that 

everybody will want their children to be born under the constellation of 

Pseudos because that will without doubt open up a bright future for their 

offspring. It is only natural that all you parents want your children to be 

great men and women and this is where I come in, because according to 

Nietzsche you need more spirit and will to lie than to be truthful, so great 

men, of course, prefer the former. If Nietzsche had lived today, he would 

certainly have included women as well since they have just as much spirit 

and will to follow me as men do. I make the administrators happy as well; it 

is much easier for them to coerce a group of children born under the same 

star than having to deal with all these magical powers of the various months. 

 I know there is a lot of bad talk about me; Pseudos may have a 

somewhat bad reputation, and I can see some mean faces in the audience, 

because you have all read what the illustrious king of philosophy, Immanuel 

Kant, says about me; that I ought not to exist on earth (I should certainly not 

be a star), but he is quite mistaken. When Kant says that everything will be 
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presumed to be lies, if lying is an accepted norm, I reply that life will be 

much easier for everybody as nobody would have to pretend to tell the truth. 

So cheer up you all, I will make you understand how important Pseudos is; I 

have the world in my hands, and at the end of this speech you will all be 

proud of being associated with me. You will wonder why nobody has ever 

given a speech in praise of me before; this person Erasmus, instead of me, 

Pseudos, praised somebody called Folly. 

 Now, let me tell you about my parents. My father is Hermes, the 

eloquent Greek god, who I say is the greatest liar of all. As an infant in the 

cradle, Hermes stole 50 oxen from Apollo, ate some of them and went back 

to his cradle; he lied so well about what he had done that he made Zeus 

himself laugh. If that isn't proof of his faculty for lying, I don't know what 

is. My mother's name is Pseudologia. She is a muse but she is also a 

professor and does research into the science of lying in order to heal people 

who suffer from the Kant disease and to make people realize the important 

function that I, Pseudos, have in society. 

 I was not born in a grotto like my father Hermes. Neither did I 

jump out of Hermes' head the way Athena jumped out of the head of Zeus or 

out of his thigh as Dionysus managed to do. When the time came for my 

mother Pseudologia to give birth, she was at a meeting with a high-ranking 

cabinet minister. I was sitting in there listening, and suddenly I was certain 

that I heard somebody calling me, so I jumped out of her mouth in the 

middle of the meeting. She tried to hold me in, but I certainly did not want 

to stay there and be chewed by her sharp teeth, and I fought my way out of 

her mouth. I lept out onto the table and shouted: Here I am! The cabinet 

minister stared at me for a moment, but then his face became one big smile. 

He recognized me right away and said: "Welcome little fellow, you have 

come to the right place. We need you." Pseudologia quickly put me in her 

big Vuitton bag, but I made so much noise that she had to excuse herself and 

go home. Hermes, of course, was not present at my birth as he was busy 

teaching Pandora new tricks. 

 Both my parents are great teachers. Hermes has taught many a 

person how to twist words. He made me into a real gentleman by 

commanding me to follow the definition of a gentleman that a great 

statesman had given once upon a time. It goes something like this: When to 

tell the truth and when not to tell the truth marks a typical gentleman. You 

see, I am a very nice person. When I meet a woman, I always tell her how 

beautiful she looks, although I really think she looks like a scarecrow. And 

she always livens up and smiles. Or I say to a man I am introduced to that it 
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was nice to meet him although I wish I had never set eyes on him. People 

call these white lies, and white lies are really good because people always 

look so happy, when I tell them one of those. I want to be nice and please 

everybody, to become a role model for everyone. And I have, in fact, saved 

lots of lives by lying to men with axes, telling them that the man or woman 

they pursued ran to the right, when he or she actually ran to the left, and 

likewise I have saved people by telling the murderer who came to their 

house to harm them, that they were not at home, although I could clearly 

hear them in the next room. This has earned me my nickname mendacium 

officiosum. 

 I also play an important part in the amusement of people, in culture, 

as I can make somebody turn a boring answer into an elaborate story. I call 

this mendacium iocosum because it is for fun, for entertainment, but also for 

making people think. A young man, an author of great literature, who is a 

member of my club facinus imaginis did not come to our regular meeting 

one Saturday afternoon. The next day his friends asked him why he did not 

turn up as usual. Instead of telling the prosaic story that he had had a dentist 

appointment, I made him tell that he went for a walk in the woods near his 

house. "Suddenly a swarm of bees were behind me", the young man told, 

"and it forced me to walk on and on until I came to their nest in a big tree. 

There the bees began to make beautiful music and elaborate dances. The 

queen bee soon came out. She was huge and had beautiful wings and I think 

she sang "O solo mio" for me. At least that was what I heard. Meanwhile 

two ordinary bees were flying close to my mouth and I felt that they wanted 

me to open it, which I did. They began to drop honey into my mouth. I 

immediately felt very sleepy and went to lie down under the tree. When I 

woke up", the young man said, "it was almost dark, but I could clearly see 

the queen bee hovering in the air over my head and next to her were two 

very tiny infant bees. I got up and hurried home." 

 My mother, Pseudologia, told me that she actually helped the very 

first spin doctor, whose name is Socrates, come up with the tall story or 

fable that was made up to make people accept the ideas that his good friend 

has about organizing the perfect state. He, of course, said that we are all 

brothers, but according to the fable some original people were created mixed 

with gold, others with silver and still others with lesser metals. This is just 

my kind of propaganda, to make all the citizens believe that a society with 

different classes is a given and will exist in eternity. With this it is easy to 

persuade people that if men of a lesser metal govern, the state will soon be 

at the verge of disaster. Tall stories is what we need to manipulate, to make 
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the public accept the political idea that citizens are deceived for their own 

good in order to create a harmonious society. I am so pleased to see that 

today it is fully accepted that the silver-plated people control com-

munication between the ones who are gilding themselves and those of the 

lower metals. Each of these so-called spin doctors is here to tell the 

population what a certain politician thinks and wants to communicate, so 

those of a lesser metal may understand what the politician wants them to 

understand without having to think for themselves, because who wants to 

think when it is not necessary! 

 Philautia, my nurse, was the one that taught me selfishness, she 

also taught me that when you fight for the distribution of the social assets in 

order to get some for yourself, you are in politics, and when the members of 

a community want to further and maximize their own interest, it is called 

democracy. In a democracy, people naturally elect the government that 

seems to be most profitable for themselves. For the politicians, it makes a lot 

of sense to get people to believe that some situation is certain or possible so 

that they make the choice that the politician wants them to make in order 

that he or she gains power over them and their decisions. It is a splendid 

idea for a politician who is a prime candidate at an election to promise, for 

example, that if he or she gets into office, the bus fares will be lowered 

because who does not want to pay less when you have to go to work by bus? 

And then when elected and asked about the bus fare, it is easy to answer that 

the bus fare will be lowered when we, i.e. the country, eventually have the 

money for it. 

 My playmates have always been the pseudologoi, the spirits of lies, 

and one of them is very good at using the delete button on the computer. It is 

very convenient when a cabinet minister does not want certain information 

to reach the Parliament. I fully understand that the handing over of captives 

of war to powers that are known to use torture may damage the reputation of 

the political party in power in a democratic well-fare state. It is much more 

profitable to follow me and have a pseudologos press the delete button for 

that particular information. Misleading information is a specialty of another 

of my playmates. If a group of people propose that the speed limit on certain 

roads should be increased, and it is not in your interest at the moment to do 

that, it is a very good idea to attribute to such people the position that they 

do not care if many more people are killed in car accidents, because that 

puts the focus on an insane and absurd position, and it is much easier to pull 

down insane ideas without having to say who have them; you just have to 
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create the impression in people's minds and, of course, nobody can accept 

such a crazy position and the proposal will die. 

 I am an expert in saving face and getting out of problematic 

situations. When you are asked a question, I always recommend to give the 

answer you like as a good politician, and when told that it was not a true 

answer, just tell them that your answer is certainly true, it was only an 

answer to another question. I have gotten many a person to use words that 

are just a little bit beside the point, such as "I only borrowed money from 

the till ". I claim that only λόγoς will result in the understanding of lies , at 

least when you use a lot of words . You all know that λόγoς, the noun, comes 

from the verb λέγω, to speak, i.e. to use words. I know that philologists have 

come up with lots of different explanations or translations of the term logos, 

but they all boil down to speaking or talking. You can say that I have turned 

Parmenides upside down, but I think he deserves that for his obscurity. 

 Finally, I just want to let you know that I have found a way to make 

children into excellent liars. I will tell you how: A little boy once did 

something really bad. His parents had a flock of geese that always were kept 

in an enclosure. One day the boy opened the gate of the enclosure just to see 

what would happen. All the geese ran out into the street and several of them 

were hit by cars. The boy's father asked if it was he who had done this, but I 

had been really quick and already told the little boy about this great thing 

called mental reservation. It is like this: He told his father that he had not 

done it while he told himself, without saying it out loud, that he did not do it 

yesterday. In other words, he made a mental note, a qualification to this in 

his mind in order to make it "true" what he said to his father. When I have 

taught every little child to use mental reservation, my work is complete. 

 As you have heard, I deserve praise as much as Folly: I save people 

from embarrassing situations, I help people stay in office, I rescue men and 

women from axe men and murderers, and I save them from hearing bad 

things about themselves and their government, in short, I am a protector. I 

am strong as Heracles, but my strength is not in my arms, it is in my mind. I 

can outdo anybody in imagination. Some other time, I will tell you about my 

12 great imaginary deeds where I outlied everybody. For now, I just want to 

say that when I grow up and have become the ultimate role model, the idol 

of all ages, I am going to marry Aletheia also called Veritas. 
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Moral Rules and Tautologies
1
 

 

Justus Hartnack 

 

 I shall examine four moral rules. I shall argue that they are 

tautologies. The rules I shall examine are the following: (1) It is wrong to 

steal, (2) Promises ought to be kept, (3) Lying is wrong, and (4) Hurting 

other people unnecessarily is wrong. 

 2. The concept of stealing presupposes the concept of property. In a 

society or a world in which the concept of property does not exist it is 

logically impossible for the concept of stealing to exist. If the concept of 

stealing exists the concept of property also exists, and if the concept of 

property exists the concept of stealing also exists (potentially). It does of 

course not mean that whenever there are people having property there are 

also thieves. It means that whenever there are people who have property, 

then, and only then, are the logical conditions for stealing satisfied. 

 Of these two concepts, the concept of property and the concept of 

stealing, the concept of property has logical priority. The concept of stealing 

presupposes the concept of property; but the concept of property does not 

presuppose the concept of stealing. One cannot speak about violating a rule 

without presupposing a rule to violate. In other words, the sentence “This is 

to steal” is meaningful if, and only if, the concept of property exists. The 

sentence “This is to steal” has meaning if, and only if, it is logically possible 

to use such sentences as “This is mine”, “That belongs to you”, and “I gave 

it to you as a present”. To say that something is property, or, which is the 

same, to say that somebody owns something, is to say that the thing owned 

cannot be used or taken away without the owner‟s consent. To call an act 

stealing is to say that it is an act violating the rules packed into the concept 

of property. To call an act stealing is already to say that it is a violation of 

certain rules, namely the rules that follow from the concept of property. The 

function of the word „wrong‟ in the sentence “Stealing is wrong” is not to 

add anything to the concept; rather it is to underline and to emphasize what 

is already implied in the concept of stealing. The sentence “Stealing is 

wrong” is therefore utterly different from a sentence like “Vegetables are 

                                                 
1 Originally appeared in Philosophical Essays dedicated to Gunnar Aspelin (Lund, 

1963), pp. 28-34. 
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healthy” but very similar to a sentence like “Over-eating is unhealthy”. The 

function of words like „over‟ and „too‟ is usually to say that something 

should have been or should be different (cf. “This is too much”, “This is to 

overdo things”, etc.). The sentence “Stealing is wrong” is, indeed, almost 

identical in logical structure with the sentence “Violations of rules are 

wrong”. It would be to go against an essential part of the meaning of the 

concept of „rule‟ and an essential part of the meaning of the concept of 

„violation‟ if one said that it is not wrong to violate rules. 

 Let me turn to the rule that all promises ought to be kept. 

Obviously, the sentence “Promises ought to be kept” has meaning if, and 

only if, the concept of promise exists. If the concept of promise does not 

exist it is logically impossible to give a promise and, a fortiori, to keep or 

break a promise. What does it mean to give a promise? If I give a promise to 

another person, this other person has a right to blame me if I do not act as I 

promise to act. By giving a promise I bind myself to act as promised. From 

the concept of promise, therefore, it logically follows that to break a promise 

is blamable, i.e. it is wrong. The sentence “To break a promise is wrong” 

has therefore the same logical character as the sentence “Stealing is wrong”. 

 The third rule is that one ought not to lie. The concept of lying 

presupposes the concept of asserting. Only assertions or propositions can be 

either true or false. The concept „to assert‟ is different from such concepts as 

„to assume‟, „to think‟, and „to believe‟. If I assume that something is the 

case and my assumption is false, it would be nonsense to say that I was 

lying. But if I assert that something is the case and my assertion is false I 

may be lying – but of course need not be. If I am convinced of the truth of 

my assertion and it nevertheless is false, I am mistaken but am not lying. 

But if I know or have good reasons to believe that my assertion is false, I am 

lying – and I am lying even if my assertion turns out to be true. 

 What are the conditions for making an assertion? An assertion is an 

instrument of communication. Its function is to inform the person or the 

persons spoken to about a certain state of affairs. The assertion is 

accordingly of fundamental importance in any language. However, a 

necessary condition for making an assertion is that the person making the 

assertion is himself convinced of its truth. If this was not the case there 

would never be the slightest reason to believe any assertion. No assertion 

made by any person would ever constitute a reason to believe that 

something is the case. Assertions could no longer fulfill their purpose. They 

would cease to be assertions. 
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 What would happen if lying was a rule? The situation is a logical 

impossibility. To lie is to assert something which one knows, or has good 

reasons to believe, to be false. The function of a lie is to deceive the 

person(s) spoken to. But if the person(s) spoken to know that any assertion 

may be false, a lie can no longer deceive. The lie can no longer fulfill its 

purpose. If it is granted that deception is part of the meaning of the concept 

of lying, it follows that if lying was a rule, lies would no longer be lies. The 

concept of lying presupposes the concept of assertion; and the concept of 

assertion presupposes the concept of truth. If the truth of an assertion was 

not a presupposition for making an assertion there could be no assertions. 

The concept of lying presupposes the concept of truth. To learn to speak, to 

make assertions, is to learn to speak the truth. One cannot learn to lie unless 

one has learned to speak the truth. To lie, therefore, is to break the rules 

contained in the logically prior concept of assertion. 

 The sentence “Lying is wrong” is therefore of similar logical 

structure as the sentences “Stealing is wrong” and “To break a promise is 

wrong”. 

 Finally the rule that hurting other people unnecessarily is wrong. It 

seems difficult to see that this rule in any way should be tautologous in 

character; it does not seem to follow from any of the concepts involved. To 

accept this rule is not to accept a conceptual truth but to affirm an emotional 

attitude. I shall try to show, however, that such a view is mistaken. 

 Suppose I am taking a walk. A person whom I do not know passes 

by me. Someone now asks me: “Why did you not hurt him?” What am I to 

answer? Surely, the answer could not just be that it is forbidden to hurt other 

people or that, as a matter of fact, I do not like to hurt other people. These 

were kinds of answers I could give to such questions as: “Why do you not 

park your car on the corner?” or “Why do you not eat oranges?” To the 

former of these questions it would constitute a proper answer to say that the 

reason is that it is forbidden, and to the latter question it would constitute a 

proper answer to say that the reason is that, as a matter of fact, I do not like 

oranges. The reason why I would be puzzled about what to answer to the 

first question is logically inappropriate. The conditions for asking such a 

question are not satisfied. It requires a reason to hurt another person; it does 

not require a reason not to hurt him. If in passing another person on the 

street I deliberately hurt him the question: “Why did you hurt him?” is 

appropriate. 

 That man acts according to needs and desires does not require any 

reason and explanation. Only if man‟s behaviour is interfered with does it 
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require a reason. Whenever man is forbidden to act according to his likes 

and dislikes a reason is called for. It is a point of logic (and not of 

psychology) that if reasons are required for interfering with people‟s likes 

and dislikes, reasons cannot also be required for not interfering. 

 3. The four rules I have examined above are all tautologous in 

character; they are all conceptual truths (conceptual truths in the sense in 

which, e.g., the sentence “Knowledge cannot be wrong” is a conceptual 

truth). But if this is the case, why is it that moral decisions often are so 

difficult to make and seldom are unanimous? The above rules are implicit in 

the concepts of stealing, promise-breaking, lying, and unnecessarily hurting 

other people. To conceive of a situation as a moral situation is to conceive of 

it with the help of one or more moral concepts. It is to assert and to argue 

that one or more of the above concepts (or any other moral concept) are 

applicable in the situation. However, any situation has innumerable 

empirical features, and consequently innumerable empirical features 

yielding support for the applicability of one concept, but may also have 

many features yielding support for the non-applicability of the concept; it 

may, instead, yield support for the applicability of a quite different concept. 

That is, any situation is full of discovered as well as not yet discovered 

features, and in emphasized as well as ignored features. In other words, any 

situation is rich in potential decisions concerning the applicability and non-

applicability of one or more of the moral concepts. To actualize any of these 

decisions may be, and often is, as difficult as it is non-conclusive – a non-

conclusiveness that can be made less non-conclusive only by knowledge and 

understanding. 

 There may be agreement about the applicability and non-

applicability of certain moral concepts and yet be disagreement or 

uncertainty about the rightness of the act so conceived of. Such 

disagreement or uncertainty may be the case if two with each other 

conflicting moral concepts both apply to the situation. Which one of two 

conflicting concepts that will stay and which one that will not is a question 

to be answered by further investigation of the situation. The more the 

investigation goes into detail and the more the situation is particularized the 

easier it will be to see which one of the concepts that will outweigh the 

other. 

 4. The fact that there may be difficulties, uncertainties and 

disagreements about the applicability or non-applicability of certain moral 

concepts is, of course, a quite different problem from the problem about the 

truth of the corresponding rules. In a given situation it may be difficult to 
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find out whether the concept of stealing applies or not. But this uncertainty 

has of course nothing to do with the question of the truth of the rule that 

stealing is wrong. The truth of the moral rules is, as I have argued, of a 

tautological character. That is, they must be universal. They must be valid in 

all possible worlds. But is this true? Are they valid in all possible worlds? 

The answer is both yes and no. The answer is yes because in no possible 

world could it be correct to say that stealing is not wrong or that it is not 

wrong to break a promise. The answer is no because sentences like “Stealing 

is wrong” and “It is wrong to break a promise” do not necessarily have a use 

in all possible worlds. A world or a society in which such concepts as 

property and promise do not exist is conceivable. In such a world or society 

the sentences “Stealing is wrong” and “To break a promise is wrong” could 

have no use. But this does not imply that stealing is permitted or that it is not 

wrong to break promises. Because in such a world nothing could be called 

to steal and nothing could be called to break a promise. In such as world 

sentences like “This is to steal” and “This is to break a promise” would be 

meaningless sentences. 

 5. To accept that a moral rule is true is of course also to accept that 

whenever the rule is applicable it constitutes a reason for acting accordingly 

and, consequently, to accept that it requires a justification for not so acting. 

But from the fact that in a special situation a person sees that a moral rule 

constitutes a reason for acting in a certain way it does not follow that he also 

acts accordingly. To believe so would be to overlook the difference between 

a reason and a cause. The question of the causes of our actions is a question 

of psychology and not of philosophy. The question of the logical character 

of moral rules, however, is a question of philosophy and not of psychology. 

 In this connection another distinction may be neither irrelevant nor 

unimportant. It is one thing to find out the logical character of a sentence 

like “Stealing is wrong”; it is an altogether other thing to find out the 

different functions the sentence may have. The function of the sentence 

depends of course upon the situation and the context. In one situation it may 

be used to give expression for an emotional attitude; in another situation it 

may be used to persuade a person to abstain from a certain act; in a third 

situation it may be used to teach a person the meaning of the concept of 

property. And there may of course be many other uses. But none of the uses 

would be identified as the use of the sentence. All of the uses presuppose, 

however, that the sentence used is a true sentence. 
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Non-Lies that Undermine an Architect’s Moral Imperative 
 

Howard F. Itzkowitz (Southern Polytechnic State University) 

 

 

A work of architecture is an image, a symbolic expression 

of the limitations, tensions, hopes and expectations of a 

community. 

I also believe that architecture is an ethical discipline even 

before it is an aesthetic one.
2
 

 

 Legend has it that, according to the architect Phillip Johnson (1906-

2005), we architects take pride in the fact that we are charter members of the 

"second oldest profession". We have historically served the rich and power-

ful while professing sympathy with the poor and disenfranchised. Architec-

tural theorists espouse everything from the honest expression of structures, 

spaces, and materials to disguising them with “decorated sheds”
3
. Neverthe-

less, we generally believe that we serve an important role in society and 

make important contributions to the common good. 

 Despite images to the contrary, we architects are also human and 

are, therefore, subject to self-delusion and convoluted apologies. The many 

ways we rationalize our behavior are clever and sometimes convincing, but 

the profession of architecture is inherently fraught with ethical conflicts and 

seeing one‟s way through the lies that surround them are extremely difficult. 

Still more confounding are the enticements that subvert an architect‟s moral 

imperative in the name of support and despite their consistency. 

 

 Ethical Foundations of Architecture 

“We shape our buildings, and afterwards they shape us.” 

Winston Churchill 

 

                                                 
2 Mario Botta, Ethik des Bauens/The Ethics of Building, Birkhäuser Verlag, 1997. 
3 Venturi, Scott Brown, Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas, MIT Press, 1972, 

specifically Part II, Ugly and Ordinary Architecture, or the Decorated Shed and Part 

III, Essays in the Ugly and Ordinary: Some Decorated Sheds. 
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 The Ten Books on Architecture
4
, the oldest extant example of writ-

ten architectural theory, is dedicated to Caesar Augustus. In Book I, Chapter 

I, Section 7, its author, Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (c. 80 – c. 15 BC), better 

known simply as Vitruvius, directs architects to be educated in philosophy: 

 

It makes an architect high minded and not self-assuming, 

but rather renders him courteous, just, and honest without 

avariciousness .... This is very important, for no work can 

be rightly done without honesty and incorruptibility. 

(emphasis mine) 

 

 Barry Wasserman, Patrick Sullivan, and Gregory Palermo, in their 

book Ethics and the Practice of Architecture
5
 further justify the Vitruvian 

advocacy for ethical behavior: 

 

Architecture, in its many manifestations, is as much an 

ethical discipline as a design discipline. A sine qua non of 

architecture is its human purpose – the design and con-

struction of our habitat. As observed by Immanuel Kant “ 

... the beauty of a house or a building (be it church, palace, 

arsenal, or summer house) presupposes a concept of the 

purpose which determines what the thing is to be, and 

consequently of its perfection.” Kant is clear in defining 

architecture‟s perfection as inclusive of the degree to 

which it serves human purposes. 

 

It is the expectation of “beneficial results” for individuals and communities 

that places architecture into the realm of ethics. They continue: 

 

…. designing for utility; working with clients; satisfying 

communal aspirations; and working on the virtues of the 

discipline makes architecture inherently ethical .... 

 

                                                 
4 Vitruvius, The Ten Books on Architecture, transl. Morris Hicky Morgan, Dover 

Publications, 1960. 
5 Wasserman, Sullivan, Palermo, Ethics and the Practice of Architecture, John Wiley 

& Sons, 2000. 
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It seems reasonable to say that if ethics is the practice of what is moral, 

decent, and honest – then its antithesis must be the practice of what is 

immoral, indecent, and dishonest. We could then assume that if a building 

does not satisfy its moral imperative, it is either the result of incompetence – 

or a lie. But can that happen without a lie? 

 

 The Price of Licensure 

 

... architects who have aimed at acquiring manual skill 

without scholarship have never been able to reach a 

position of authority to correspond to their pains, while 

those who relied only upon their theories and scholarship 

were obviously hunting the shadow, not the substance. But 

those who have a thorough knowledge of both, like men 

armed at all points, have the sooner attained their object 

and carried authority with them. 

Vitruvius, Chapter I, section 2 

 

 To use Vitruvius‟ metaphor, the practice of architecture is the true 

test of an architect‟s moral imperative and it is for that we need to be well 

armed. Architecture is an applied art and architects are licensed to practice 

by the state. For demonstrating their technical competence and integrity, the 

state grants them certain privileges and they are held to a high standard to 

protect the public interest. 

 

[Bernard] Williams identifies [Professional Morality and 

its Dispositions] a number of possible explanations for 

society‟s willingness to accept the divergence between 

professional and societal morality. The most plausible ex-

planation is contained in Williams‟ concept of the uneasy 

professional. 
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... The uneasy professional continually looks for ways to 

reduce this conflict. Society benefits from this, in that it 

prevents the professional from becoming complacent 

about his or her professional tasks. (emphasis mine) Liv-

ing with a certain amount of internal conflict is the price 

professionals pay in exchange for special status, regulated 

entry into the field, and some degree of business monopo-

ly.
6
 

 

 When the interests of a client conflict with those of the public, the 

architect will normally seek out a design solution to resolve it. If unable to 

reach a satisfactory design solution, she is then compelled to settle the 

differences with goodwill toward all parties. 

 Goodwill by its very nature requires empathy, benevolence, and a 

commitment to justice – something difficult to achieve under the best of 

circumstances. Furthermore, reconciling a client‟s interests with the public‟s 

is exacerbated by the facts that not only does the client directly effect an 

architect‟s livelihood – the client is also a tangible entity, generally in the 

form of a person or a committee, with specific and clearly articulated needs, 

whereas the “public” is an abstraction whose needs are often conflicted, 

only implied, and difficult to honestly ascertain. 

 And then there are the issues themselves. 

 

 Sustainability and Green Building, a Major Concern. 

 

We enjoy the fruits of the plains and of the mountains, the 

rivers and the lakes are ours, we sow corn, we plant trees, 

we fertilize the soil by irrigation, we confine the rivers and 

straighten or divert their courses. 

 In fine by means of our hands we essay to create 

as it were a second world within the world of nature. 

Cicero, De natura deorum (1
st
 century BCE) 

 

 Unfortunately, the ideal picture of the second world or second na-

ture described by Cicero has never been truly sustainable. Of course one 

could make the case that, as products of the natural world, we can never step 

outside of it. In other words, Cicero‟s second nature is, in fact, integral with 

                                                 
6 Tom Spector, The Ethical Architect, Princeton Architectural Press, 2001. 
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the rest and that it is only our consciousness, and perhaps our arrogance, that 

sets it apart. In fact, however, humans have overwhelmed natural, i.e., pre-

human systems
7
, and architects have been major players in making it 

happen. 

 Regardless of one‟s point of view, the world‟s human population is 

at 7 billion
8
 and is increasing at a rate of 75 million each year. All must be 

fed and housed and the resulting conditions are often inhuman, and certainly 

unsustainable.
9
 

 One would assume, therefore, that architects, by virtue of their 

professional ethical responsibilities, would unquestionably place the need to 

reduce our impact on the earth‟s systems (sometimes referred to as “green” 

issues) near, if not at the very top, of their priorities – but there are those 

conflicting interests. 

 As the initial design and construction costs, of “green” buildings 

range from 2 to 5 % greater than those for conventional buildings
10

, and as a 

client‟s needs are usually market-driven, an architect is obliged get the 

consent of her client to knowingly spend the extra money. On the other 

hand, the ethics of practice demand that the public interest be protected. 

Ideally, cost would have no bearing on the mandate to protect the public 

interest – however, cost is paramount in protecting the client‟s interests. 

 

                                                 
7 Numerous scientific articles have declared nature to be totally at the mercy of the 

man-made environment and that we have actually entered a new geologic period 

called the “Arthropocene”. 
8 United States Census Bureau <Census.gov> 
9 The US, with a population of 311.6 million represents a bit more than 4 % of the 

world‟s population and uses about 25 % of its energy. Our buildings account for 14 

% of our potable water consumption, 30 % of our waste output, 38 % of our carbon 

dioxide emissions, 40 % of our raw material use, 24 % to 50 % of our energy use, 

and 72% of our electricity consumption. 

 For example, there are upwards of 4.9 million commercial buildings in the 

US, and the amount of energy they used in one year, 6,500 trillion British Thermal 

Units is equivalent to the power required to propel the moon almost 6 miles further 

away from the earth. 
10 The US Green Building Council, 2009. 
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 Many architects are critical of the behavior of their colleagues. 

Through journals, schools, the public media and peer pressure, architects 

and their critics maintain a lively dialog. Malcolm Wells (1926-2009) for 

example, was especially blunt as illustrated above. He was a leader in a 

minority movement that remains critical of contemporary environmental 

practices. 

 Yet, in this, as in many other facets of modern life, the market 

claims to have found a better way to help reconcile a moral dilemma. 

 LEED and the USGBC. Enhanced Credibility. In the last years 

before retiring from Southern Polytechnic State University, I taught a class 

designed to help students take an examination that, upon successful 

completion, promised to give them an advantage is securing a desirable 

position in an architect‟s office. In addition to earning a degree from a 
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rigorous 5-year undergraduate professional program, assembling a portfolio 

of laboriously produced student design projects, and providing evidence of 

internship work while attending school – they were advised to work toward 

becoming “LEED” accredited professionals. 

 LEED is the acronym for the U.S. Green Building Council 

(USGBC) certification program Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design. It uses what it calls a “triple bottom line approach”, poetically 

named “People, Planet, Profit”, to advise architects and clients how to 

reconcile the conflicting interests of the market and the public.
11

 

 According to the USGBC, when compared to conventional 

buildings, LEED certified buildings use less energy and water, they improve 

the performance and health of the building‟s occupants, and increase the 

building‟s value. Post-occupancy monitoring indicates a measurable reduc-

tion in environmental impacts, and there are long-term financial benefits for 

both building owners and architects. 

 The USGBC professes to be impartial in their recommendations as 

well as their performance evaluations and they hold conferences, help prac-

titioners network, publish all the requisite reports, and are generally 

inclusive and transparent. In their operations as a non-profit corporation they 

report to the Internal Revenue Service and publish their financial statements. 

Their vision is clearly stated on the home page of their web site: 

 

                                                 
11 There are seven categories of credentials available for professionals that designate 

their respective levels of experience and expertise. Each credential requires passing 

an exam in a specialized area, and maintaining currency through continuing edu-

cation courses and ongoing professional verification – all administered by the Green 

Building Certification Institute (GBCI), a division of the USGBC. 

 The exams are written by a steering committee with several specialized 

advisory committees of technical experts from the building industry. They include 

material suppliers, manufacturers, engineers, architects, and others. Study guides, 

reference guides, case studies, preparatory courses, post-credential courses, and other 

resources are available to members and non-members for sale through the USGBC 

and their authorized “partners”. 

 Professionals and students are accredited as either “LEED Green Asso-

ciates” or “Accredited Professionals” (AP). Successful individuals display their titles 

on business cards, résumés and other promotional material. 

 After verification and payment of the requisite fees – buildings that meet 

the USGBC standards are given the designations “LEED Certified”, “LEED Silver”, 

“LEED Gold”, or “LEED Platinum”. These certifications may then be displayed and 

used for promotional material. 
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The U.S. Green Building Council is committed to a pros-

perous and sustainable future through cost-efficient and 

energy-saving green buildings. Our community of leaders 

is working to make green buildings available to everyone 

within a generation. 

 

It would be difficult to accuse the USGBC of lying. 

 

 The Problem. Among their other responsibilities, architects clearly 

have an ethical imperative to reduce, if not eliminate, the environmental 

damage caused by the buildings they design – simply because of the harm 

we know it currently inflicts on human life – much less its potentials for 

future harm. One might then surmise that the USGBC is assisting their 

cause. Nevertheless, I maintain that the USGBC is an influence that 

undermines and erodes the public trust in, and the integrity of, architects and 

their profession.
12

 

 Sadly enough, architects who seek accreditation by the USGBC are 

effectively delegating a significant portion of their responsibilities regarding 

the public trust to an organization that is only responsible to its members 

and has no authority over the practice of architecture. State licensing boards, 

on the other hand, are beholden by law to the public through elected rep-

                                                 
12 By introducing a credentialing system, the USGBC challenges the state. It is 

implying that licensed architects are incapable, or not trustworthy enough, to create 

buildings that reconcile the client‟s and the public‟s interests regarding 

environmental issues. In other words, that the architect‟s license to practice is 

inadequate to ensure an architect‟s technical and ethical responsibility. 

 The USGBC confers an accreditation that gives the appearance that 

architects must have this accreditation, in order to do precisely what their license – 

through rigorous examination – has verified they are not only capable of doing, but 

are required to do. I maintain that the title LEED AP is simply an advertising edge to 

make it appear that architects who are not LEED accredited are somehow less 

capable than those who are. This ensures that most architects will be pressured to 

seek LEED accreditation if they are to practice successfully (i.e., earn a living). In 

fact, since its initiation in 2000, it has produced “more than 170,000 LEED Profes-

sional Credential holders”. 

 In addition to the aforementioned professionals, USGBC‟s members 

consist of “nearly 16,000 member companies and organizations” that are “the driving 

force of an industry that is projected to contribute USD 554 billion to the US gross 

domestic product from 2009-2013”. The USGBC lobbies on behalf of their members 

“at every level of government”. 
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resentatives. They, furthermore, retain the authority to rescind an architect‟s 

right to practice. 

 It can be argued that the state, as an, admittedly, imperfect 

representative of the public, is a necessary evil. But, it can also be argued 

that neither state licensing nor market accreditation is truly satisfactory. 

 In fact, an individual who is committed to be an architect is 

ultimately responsible for his or her own deeds. In short, neither a state 

granted license nor a privately issued accreditation can possibly substitute 

for an individual‟s personal moral integrity. By their very nature they 

threaten the dignity of the individual. If there is a lie at all, it is a lie that 

implies the presence of something that cannot be – trustworthiness by 

credential. 

 

 Conclusion. 

 

“Alberti felt impelled to cite the benefits to society of 

beautiful, well-planned buildings: they give pleasure: they 

enhance civic pride: they confer dignity and honor on the 

community; if sacred they can encourage piety; and they 

may even move an enemy to refrain from damaging them. 

By the same token the architect through his work bestows 

benefits: he is useful to both individual clients and the 

public. Through the design of military machines and forti-

fications he may be more useful to the defense of society 

than the generals; and as an artist and theorist he is an 

ornament to his culture.”
13

 

 

 The course I taught in 2010, LEED and Sustainable Design, was a 

far cry from the course I first taught on environmental issues for architects 

in 1975, the Climatic Determinants of Building Design. In 1975 students 

were excited by the prospects of passive technologies that would conserve 

the environment in a sustainable manner and offer new formal possibilities. 

In 2010, students‟ concerns were more pragmatic and focused on overcom-

ing a weak and deteriorating job market. I am not in a position to judge my 

students‟ changing motives, but I am concerned about how they appear to 

have been desensitized as professionals to the fundamental regard for the 

public interest. 

                                                 
13 Hearn, Ideas that Shaped Buildings, MIT Press, 2003. 
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 The USGBC and the state have inserted themselves between archi-

tects and the public in a manner that dilutes the profession (as opposed to 

the practice) of architecture in the name of strengthening it. Without ap-

parently telling any untruths, both agencies imply, but neither can guarantee, 

an architect‟s personal integrity
14

. 

 Many of the individuals who have acquired credentials, are, like-

wise, in danger of being lulled into a false sense of security regarding their 

own ethical behavior. Williams‟ otherwise uneasy professional, might relax 

knowing that the paths to difficult judgments are prescribed in manuals and 

confirmed by “accreditation” and licenses – for a price. 

 

 

 

Artists and the Art of Deception 

 

Philip Read (artist, New York) 

 

 

All artists lie in order to exaggerate their observations of life in 

sociopolitical contexts. This is necessary in order to have a greater impact 

on public attention and awareness. Art can be a quiet aesthetic pursuit of 

beauty, but this falls into the category of the mundane. Mundane art is most 

„acceptable‟ but morally absent. Art which is socially active, is a pursuit of 

the „self-righteousness‟ and „moral reflections‟ of social disorder and activ-

ism, examples of which are such movements as „Guerilla Art‟ and Post Mo-

dernity. In the act of creating their work, all artists lie in order to perpetuate 

the truth. 

Society has a moral barometer when dealing with lies. Politicians 

are low on this barometer while artists tend to be high. In fact, people do not 

think of artists as liars because they are tolerated as voices for ethical social 

buoyancy. To lie is a moral and ethical conundrum in our society since at all 

levels of existence humans do lie. It can be a morally defendable act 

determined by the level of thought and action perceived by the social strata. 

Artists deceive by deliberately manipulating their socio-cultural observa-

                                                 
14 One could make a similar argument regarding the American Institute of Architects 

(AIA), or the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) or many other 

organizations whose memberships profess to enhance the levels of professional 

responsibility and competence. 
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tions and beliefs into a visible artistic representation. Lying is morally 

corrupt but deception is not, therefore, artists are tolerated as voices of 

social reflection, in part they are the sirens of society. 

Logic is not based on the empirical information of observation and 

experimentation through life experience. Artists‟ work cannot be logical 

because their art is based on emotion and personal reflection. If all art is 

subjective, then it is saturated with morals, because the greater the diversity 

of thought the more logical a process can be. If all art had a single meaning 

it cannot be logical since it has a singular thought, therefore, absent of 

diversity. If color and aesthetics are not scientific, they too cannot be logical 

since they are human perceptions and interpretations, which in turn are 

illusions of the mind. Art is therefore a lie because being subjective and 

empirically dependent it cannot claim the truths of logic. 

Artists are looked upon as mirrors of moral representation in 

society, their visual interpretations are more moral than a philosophical 

thought because artists are less abstract in a logical progression. Artists‟ 

work reflects the ethics and morals of society and culture. Perhaps the best 

description of artists is that they are confabulators. This is the production of 

fabricated, distorted, or misinterpreted memories and thoughts about oneself 

or the world, without the conscious intention to deceive. Artists actively 

bring attention to an issue by distilling the essence of the issue and then 

raising awareness in a public forum. Abstract art of the 20
th

 century 

attempted to void any reference to socio-political issues. Critics had coined 

the phrase, „Art for Art‟s Sake‟, which expressed a philosophy that the 

intrinsic value of art, and the only true art, is divorced from any didactic, 

moral or utilitarian function. Such art works are described as „autotelic‟, a 

concept that has been expanded to embrace „inner-directed‟ or „self-

motivated‟ human beings. Abstract painting had no visible representation 

and was two dimensional in its spatial plane. It was the absence of such 

relevance as a reference for the viewing public that has made Abstract art a 

declining medium in the eye of the public. But, at the same time, it was the 

most honest of art work because it did not imply any meaning or thought, it 

was pure in its emotional approach and was absent of any lie or deception. 

All artists, whether it be Thomas Kincaid or Monet, impart a 

personal experience and observation of their painting or subject. This is a 

natural human function: we are all inclined to create stories about the 

moments of observation. Not so with Abstract art of the 60‟s and 70‟s since 

the idea of the artists was to distort reality into a non-representative 

composition. 
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Artists can be considered storytellers since their compositions often 

tell narratives of images, color and text. Since humans are natural born 

storytellers, lying is in our blood. All ancient cultures perpetuate myths, 

legends, and fables as a means of teaching morality and ethics. We know 

these to be exaggerated stories yet we do not call them lies. Artworks fall 

into the same category as myths and fables and artists continue to be the 

storytellers of modern society. 

 

 

 

Secrets and Lies: A Response to Patsioti-Tsacpounidis 
 

Jane Forsey (University of Winnipeg) 

 

 

 McDonalds has a secret sauce for their “Big Mac” hamburger, the 

ingredients of which they refuse to disclose. Coca-Cola closely guards the 

secret recipe for their famous soft drink. And Philip Morris, maker of 

Marlboro cigarettes, also has a secret about what goes into their particular 

blend of tobacco. These are three examples of corporate secrets, which 

involve the concealment of facts from the public. Is there a time when 

secrets become lies? When businesses have a duty to disclose information to 

the public? And when is that time? These are some of the questions raised 

by Prof. Ioanna Patsioti-Tsacpounidis in her paper on the consistency and 

inconsistency of lying from a Kantian point of view. I would like to probe 

the difference between secrets and lies using some of her examples, and 

analyzing them in the context of Kant‟s Categorical Imperative. Patsioti-

Tsacpounidis argues that there are times when it is morally permissible to lie 

in order to serve corporate and personal interest. I will disagree with this 

claim. 

 Are McDonalds and Coca-Cola lying to consumers when they 

refuse to publicize their recipes? Assuredly not: patent law and copyright 

law are two forms of protection for the creations and innovations of 

individuals and corporations, that assist in keeping proprietary information 

out of the public domain. But why do we think that Philip Morris, on the 

other hand, has a duty to disclose the ingredients of their cigarettes? Why is 

this in particular a secret they may not keep? I think the answer depends in 

part on the notion of harm, and we can test it with the Categorical 

Imperative. The first formulation asks whether we can make our maxim a 
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universal law. In the cases of Coca-Cola and McDonalds, such a law could 

be tested in this way: “Can I refuse to disclose my recipe in order to protect 

the originality and ownership of my invention?” The answer would be yes. 

We can see that such a law would lead to no contradiction, either logical or 

existential, which means that it could be practiced by everyone, and in fact 

accords with the way that we understand business to operate. 

In the case of Marlboro cigarettes, however, things are not so 

straight-forward. Here a test of the Categorical Imperative would ask 

something like this: “Can I refuse to disclose the ingredients that I know to 

be harmful and dangerous in order to protect my invention?” And the 

answer would have to be no. This law leads directly to a contradiction. Self-

protection, or what Kant calls “self-love” is central to humanity. We cannot, 

out of self-love, intentionally hurt ourselves for this would contradict our 

goals of self-preservation (this is the point of his suicide example in the 

Groundwork). Were Philip Morris to withhold the carcinogenic ingredients 

of their cigarettes, they would be putting us at risk and leading us to 

unwittingly act in a self-destructive fashion when we purchased them: out of 

self-love, we would be harming ourselves, which is contradictory. Further, 

just as a false promise – such as in the case of borrowing money you cannot 

repay – undermines the notion of promising altogether, so too does 

defending and selling a product you know to be harmful undermine the 

notion of fair business practice. We would not make promises if we had no 

faith in their being kept, as Kant saw, and equally we would not buy 

products if we had no faith in their safety, or were unable to tell which ones 

were dangerous or not. Business, like promising, would collapse. The 

universal law formulation of the Categorical Imperative provides us with 

one way in which to make decisions in business ethics. 

But the first formulation tells us only how to determine when a 

maxim is justified or unjustified: the second formulation tells us why this is 

the case. According to Kant, because we have intrinsic value as rational 

beings, we must treat ourselves and each other as ends rather than as means. 

Deception, or lying, rather than keeping secrets, is a way of treating others 

as means to your own end in part because it robs them of the capacity to 

make their own decisions. Philip Morris, in knowingly selling a product that 

is harmful, is deceiving us, and not allowing us to make a reasoned decision 

about whether or not to purchase their cigarettes. We become a means to 

their end of making a profit, and are not being treated as having intrinsic 

value ourselves. Secrets become lies when, first, keeping them leads to a 

contradiction if universalized, and second – and more importantly – when 
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they involve deception that robs us of our rational autonomy and decision-

making ability. Patsioti-Tsacpounidis notes this well in her discussion of the 

deceptive techniques of marketing. Philip Morris coerced and manipulated 

Russian and Czech teenagers in its ad campaigns, taking advantage of their 

ignorance about the dangers of smoking. Doing so violated both the first and 

second formulations of the Categorical Imperative; coercive campaigns 

cannot be universalized, just as lying cannot be universalized, and such 

campaigns do not treat consumers as ends in themselves but rather as means 

to corporate profit. What is thus surprising is that, having defended Kantian 

moral theory as a sound basis for the regulation of business practices, my 

colleague then goes on to suggest that there are conditions under which 

these moral obligations do not apply, and times when secrets may become 

justifiable lies to further what she calls the “practical requirements of 

business”. Let me consider three of the examples she uses to make this case. 

First, she claims that were we to adopt Kantian theory, we would 

have to ban all advertising because it is based on either the concealment of 

facts or on the exaggeration of a product‟s virtues. This she is not willing to 

do because it would not serve the needs and goals of business – presumably, 

to sell their products and produce a profit. But that marketing involves 

deception is an empirical rather than conceptual claim. Advertisers do 

distort the truth but this does not entail that marketing by its nature must do 

so, or that an ad campaign that is truthful cannot be successful. We need not 

ban advertising altogether on the Kantian model, but we do need to regulate 

it, to temper its more egregious abuses, or to keep it from lying. This is in 

part the goal of the Consumer Protection Agency in the USA and the Better 

Business Bureau in Canada. The point of business ethics, as I see it, is to 

regulate business practice. And the regulation of marketing would indeed be 

consistent with a Kantian approach. Instead, Patsioti-Tsacpounidis simply 

surrenders to the profit motive that drives business, as though change would 

be impossible or, if not impossible, then contrary to business needs. And she 

seems to believe that these needs are more important than a company‟s 

moral obligations. 

Her second example is that in business negotiations, it is morally 

justifiable to hide information regarding the financial standing of a company 

to give one a competitive edge. Here a secret becomes a lie. If I am 

considering buying a company I need to have access to their financial data 

in order to make a reasoned decision. Refusing to disclose that information 

is a way of misrepresenting the company to me, or a way of engaging in 

deceptive marketing practices, something Patsioti-Tsacpounidis has already 
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condemned in the case of Philip Morris. This example directly contradicts 

her position: a company in the first instance cannot deceive its consumers to 

give it financial advantage but in this example it is free to do so for the very 

same reason – financial advantage. She further suggests that the CEO of the 

company should have the power to define the applicability of the rule of 

truthfulness in this case. But nothing in her argument thus far has given her 

grounds to claim that what constitutes the truth can be left up to the 

interested party! This is as much as to say that what constitutes a promise or 

a contract is to be left to the person who benefits the most from it, which I 

think is absurd. 

Finally, her third example suggests that a job candidate “may hide 

some information about herself or even lie” in order to protect her career 

interests, when, for instance, she fears being passed over for a job because 

she is a woman. First, note the equivocation between hiding information and 

lying – between secrets and lies – which I think need to be distinguished. 

There are two different questions here: first, can the candidate refuse to 

disclose personal information – i.e. can she keep a secret? And second, is 

she justified in lying? The first answer I think is yes, the second is no. In 

Canada, for example, it is illegal to ask the marital status of job candidates 

and they can refuse to answer such questions. There is a parallel here with 

the Coca-Cola example I used earlier: for reasons of self-protection, one can 

keep a secret and is justified in doing so. But being permitted to keep a 

secret in no way suggests that one can lie or engage in deceptive practices in 

order to guard this information. Patsioti-Tsacpounidis seems to think that 

out of personal interest – i.e. to get a job – we are permitted to lie. But she 

gives no clear reason why in this case lying – which cannot be 

universalized, and which treats a prospective employer as a mere means – is 

justifiable, while in the case of false promises, or deceptive marketing, this 

practice is immoral. In lying about my marital status, I am misrepresenting 

myself just as much as the company in negotiations is misrepresenting itself, 

or Philip Morris was, in their deceptive marketing practices. 

Patsioti-Tsacpounidis is certainly correct to claim that in these 

three examples, the behaviour she advocates is inconsistent with Kant‟s 

Categorical Imperative. But in all three cases, she fails to provide any 

grounds for why this inconsistency is justifiable. Her position is that we can 

suspend our moral obligations in order to serve the “practical needs of 

business”. She claims that in business, “one has to weigh his core values 

against the demands of a game that …. often has its peculiarities and this 

requires more than moral law abidingness” (p. 102). But why? For her, self-
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interest, or the instrumental and economic goals of making a profit (or 

getting a job) can and should trump what is morally right. Yet she provides 

no support for this position, which in fact flies in the face of Kantian theory 

altogether. 

Kant makes a very clear distinction between Categorical and 

Hypothetical Imperatives, where the former command absolutely and the 

latter help us to reach our instrumental goals. Only Categorical Imperatives 

are the domain of moral action. In her characterization of the exceptions to 

the moral rule, my colleague bases her arguments only on hypothetical 

grounds. If I want to successfully market my product, then I should 

exaggerate its virtues; if I want to succeed in negotiations, then I should 

withhold financial data; if I want the job, then I should lie about my marital 

status. For Patsioti-Tsacpounidis, the goals of success and profit become the 

over-arching hypothetical framework within which she sees a place for 

some regulation along Kantian lines. But why we should regulate in some 

cases and not in others, this model fails to explain. For Kant, there can be no 

pragmatic framework within which we have some moral obligations. 

Pragmatic goals for him are distinctly anti-moral. If you make the 

hypothetical goals of profit or success paramount, then any subsequent 

moral duties lose all force and power because this allows us to treat other 

people – consumers, clients – as means to our own selfish ends. And this 

completely negates the second formulation of the Categorical Imperative, or 

the law of humanity. If this is my colleague‟s view of the foundational 

values of business – if the profit motive is the highest good here – then there 

is no room at all for a Kantian notion of the duties of corporations, or the 

regulations of business. Secrets may become lies whenever they suit our 

needs. And this leaves me feeling that the domain of business ethics has 

become self-contradictory, if not indeed an oxymoron. 

 

 

 

Response to Jane Forsey on The Truth about lying: Christine 

Korsgaard on Acting in the Face of Evil 
 

John W. Bauer 

 

First of all, I would like to thank Prof. Forsey for her thoughtful 

and insightful response to Christine Korsgaard's essay. It is clear that 

Korsgaard reworks Kant in such a way that the final result is perhaps in 
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some limited way kantian but nevertheless is to a large extent contrary to 

Kant‟s own views. 

I, too, read Kant as an absolutist with respect to lying, and like 

Forsey I also think his position is defendable. However, I believe that Kant‟s 

best defense can be found in the following: the rule against lying is, first and 

foremost, a perfect duty to oneself. Let me explain. 

As Forsey rightly says, Korsgaard‟s article proposes three reasons 

why a kantian could plausibly allow for exceptions to the rule against lying, 

one corresponding to each formulation of the Categorical Imperative. The 

first claim is that lies can be justified by the 1
st
 formulation through an 

application of universality made with a liberal use of assumptions. Here, I 

agree with Forsey that Korsgaard‟s argument fails. 

Next is the claim, in response to the 2
nd

 formulation, that the 

murderer is „in a morally unprotected position‟, a claim which I take to be a 

simple re-articulation of Benjamin Constant‟s main objection to Kant: that 

the murderer has no right to the truth. As Korsgaard points out and Forsey 

reinforces in her article, „rights‟, upon which this objection is based, has a 

close connection to Kant‟s notion of external freedom – „external freedom‟ 

being the inherent right of all human beings to be free from coercion and 

manipulation.
15

 

Yet Kant explicitly denies that there is a necessary connection 

between the wrong of lying and harm done to others. In the Metaphysics of 

Morals, he says, “Lying .… need not be harmful to others in order to be 

repudiated; for it would then be a violation of the rights of others.”
16

 In a 

sense Kant is saying that someone‟s rights can be violated when placed on 

the receiving end of a lie, but this does not always have to be the case. 

Rights, at least in the sense of external freedom, need not be violated in 

order for a lie to occur. Therefore, the wrong of lying, according to Kant, 

cannot be simply a matter of rights. 

It is in underemphasizing this point that I believe Forsey perhaps 

follows Korsgaard down the dubious path of overemphasizing the first 

criteria of the formula of humanity: never use others strictly as a means. 

Once the wrongness of lying is understood as simply another instance of 

using others instrumentally, it is indeed very natural to conclude that lying is 

wrong simply because someone‟s rights have been violated. But this was not 

Kant‟s concern in the context of his absolute view against lying. 

                                                 
15 Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, 6:237. 
16 Ibid., 6:430. 
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There is an obvious intersection between Kant‟s notion of external 

freedom, or rights, and his Formula of Humanity. Kant‟s notion of external 

freedom appears under his doctrine of right, the first of his two divisions of 

the Metaphysics of Morals. At the same time the ethical principle „never 

treat others merely as a means‟ is in some sense a rule never to manipulate 

other human beings, and one effect of manipulation is the restriction of the 

freedom of others. Because of this, there is a close connection between 

rights and the prohibition against using others instrumentally. Yet I would 

submit that to be preoccupied with this connection, and thereby dismiss the 

fact that the Formula of Humanity includes a duty to oneself, can be a cause 

for doubt as to whether the Formula of Humanity can, in practice, prohibit 

lies absolutely. 

Consider a handful of examples of how difficult it is to define 

rights in absolute terms. Governing authorities regularly deprive criminals 

of their freedom; we often restrict the freedom of our children for their own 

good; countries have sent their militaries, under UN mandate, to enforce 

peace between quarreling nations against their will. All of these, I believe, 

can potentially be worthy examples morally permissible, even praiseworthy 

pursuits. All of these can also, in the way they are carried out, become 

violations of rights. For this reason, I‟d like to suggest that an absolutist 

argument that bases itself on the prohibition never to restrict the rights of 

others always falls short, and it falls short because it cannot provide the 

absolutist grounding needed for a perfect duty in practice, including the 

perfect duty never to lie. And when the Formula of Humanity is understood 

strictly as a prohibition against using others strictly as means, this too, by 

itself, lacks the character necessary to ground a perfect duty. 

Perhaps this is why Kant presents his most extensive argument 

against lying not in terms of a duty toward others, but rather under the duty 

to oneself.
17

 It is only under this title of „perfect duties to oneself‟ that Kant 

can defeat the nagging intuition that some lies often seem harmless. For if 

there really was such a thing as a harmless lie, then Constant, Sidgwick, and 

others could perhaps succeed in casting Kant as excessively rigorous, 

accusing him of inventing a rule that amounts to no more than „mere 

formalism.‟ 

It is for this reason that a suitable defense of Kant‟s rule against 

lying must answer the following question: „Why, according to Kant, is lying 

always wrong?‟ It seems to me that the standard way to test an absolutist 

                                                 
17 Ibid., 6:429ff. 
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hypothesis, such as this one, is to invent a borderline case, and then test it 

against the operative absolutist principles to see whether the rule can hold 

under all circumstances. 

Perhaps this is why Augustine, the father of the absolutist tradition 

against lying, first presented his famous case of the „murderer at the door‟. 

In his example Augustine, I think, raised the bar quite high. He excluded 

silence as one of the options available to the householder, and instead 

presented the example in such a way that if one was to refuse to answer the 

questioner, he would betray the person in hiding. Imagine a murderer 

asking, “Is he hiding in the bedroom closet‟. For you to say „I will not 

answer‟ or simply to remain silent would be, according to Augustine, like 

pointing your finger in affirmation, since he says we know that silence often 

arouses suspicion. Augustine, in suggesting a solution to the dilemma, 

teaches what he believes should be the proper response. He says that the 

householder should say, “I know where he is, but I will never disclose it.”
18

 

While Kant refrains from offering a direct response as Augustine 

did, he does tell us why lying is wrong. In fact, Kant gives not one but three 

general reasons why lying is wrong, as James Mahon has pointed out 

previously.
19

 First, lying often wrongs another, which Kant suggests 

involves lying in the juristic sense. The wrongness in this case applies to the 

doctrine of right and often involves evidence of an intention to harm 

another. Second, lying is wrong because it always harms humanity generally 

by undermining the very source of universal law and universal rights. Kant 

says that this wrong pertains to the sense of right. Finally, lying is a direct 

violation of the Formula of Humanity, a wrong Kant says belongs to the 

ethical sense. Yet lies violate the Formula of Humanity not merely because 

the liar often uses others as a means, but primarily because the liar uses 

himself as a means, or as Kant says, as a „speaking machine‟, so to speak.
20

 

Kant says that by lying a person always „annihilates his dignity as a 

human being‟.
21

 He dishonors himself, dehumanizes himself. He makes his 

rational nature, which includes the capacity to assert truth, a mere means to 

his personal ends. He disregards the demands of the moral law, which 

command him to abide by perfect duties without exception, in favor of his 

                                                 
18 Augustine, De Mendacio 13.24. 
19 James Edwin Mahon, “The Truth about Kant on Lies”, The Philosophy of 

Deception, Clancy Martin, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009): 203. 
20 The Metaphysics of Morals, 6:430. 
21 Ibid., 6:429. 
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own, self-devised hypothetical ends. Perhaps these are hard words, but this 

is what Kant‟s theory demands: never commit a wrongful act of any kind so 

that some greater good might come about. To do so is always in direct 

violation of the moral law. And the moral law is, as Forsey rightly points 

out, indefeasible; it is this aspect which in turn makes duties that are perfect 

… absolute. 

The wrong one always does, then, when one lies is not necessarily 

a matter of harming others, depriving them of their rights, or using them as a 

means. Rather, the wrong is intimately related to the lie itself – and for Kant 

the wrongness in this sense is built into the lie. Because this wrong is 

intrinsic, it cannot be weighed against other outcomes, as is often case when 

harms are weighed against one another. According to Kant, lies are in a 

sense incommensurably harmful. The harm of lying thus refuses the 

consequentialist calculus. It is this incommensurable harm that Kant posits 

when he says that lying is a „crime‟ against oneself, one that makes the liar 

„contemptible in his own eyes‟.
22

 

The „murderer at the door‟ example is truly a problem for Kant if 

his only argument in favor of absolutism is that lying violates of the dignity 

of the murderer. Yet this is not Kant‟s view. Instead, by understanding the 

fact that Kant‟s principal argument against lying is that lying violates one‟s 

own dignity, we see that Kant wisely avoids any question as to the status of 

the murderer according to the doctrine of right, for it is clear that the 

doctrine of right cannot ground his strict rigorism. He also avoids the 

inevitable questions that arise if someone was to ask, „What would it mean 

to be guilty of manipulating a murderer, and could we really say that this 

would always be wrong?‟. Instead, Kant firmly situates the intrinsic 

wrongness of lying within the realm of perfect duties, a perfect „duty of 

truthfulness‟. It is for this reason that Kant calls lying „the greatest violation 

of a human being‟s duty to himself.‟ 

 

 

Erratum 
 

Safiye Yigit‟s affiliation was erroneously listed in Vol. III, 2, p. 74. The 

correct insitution is: Bogazici University. We apologize. 

The Editors 

 

                                                 
22 Ibid., 6:429-30. 
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Comments on Venanzio Raspa’s “The Reality of Lies” 
 

Ioanna Patsioti-Tsacpounidis 

 

Professor Raspa‟s paper presents an interesting account of the 

concept of lying by drawing reference to various sources in the history of 

philosophy as well as literature, such as Aristotle, Augustine, Jankelevitch, 

Nietzsche, Derrida, Meinong, Constant, Kant, Sartre, and the 

phenomenological tradition. Particularly interesting is the classification of 

the kinds of lies according to Augustine‟s De mendacio and Jankelevitch‟s 

Du mensonge. In the former, lying is presented as corruption of the soul that 

should never be used to protect temporal life, while in the latter it is 

presented as distortion of truth, which often serves a social role. What is 

important is that in all these classifications lying is presented above all as 

intention to deceive; it is an extra-moral issue that has serious political and 

social implications for human beings. In fact, regarding Augustine‟s 

position, I would add that a similar one is given by Socrates, who could be 

used here to show the deeper moral and social implications of lying for 

human beings. In particular, for Socrates, in so far as a liar deliberately 

chooses to deceive others, this is his own choice, but in so far as this act is 

chosen by an involuntary badness in the soul, lying is not his own choice, 

thus he should not be held morally responsible for this act and its 

consequences (cf. Plato‟s Laws IX, 860 d – 862 c). As we can see the 

Socratic position sheds further light onto the concept of lying as an 

intentional act to deceive. 

Given Raspa‟s reference to Aristotle, I would have thought that 

equally significant to add here would be his conception of lying as violation 

of trust. In the Rhetoric (A1, 1355 a 3 – 6), he provides the discussion of 

„pistis‟ (conviction-trust), since he defines the art of rhetoric as that 

methodological approach that is concerned with conviction, which serves as 

a process of substantiation, for we come to accept something, when this is 

substantiated or proved. Aristotle adds, however, that this methodological 

process is meant to serve truth given that man by nature seeks to find truth 

and to a great extent he does so (1355 a 14 – 17). What we notice in these 

passages in the Rhetoric is that Aristotle implicitly connects „pistis‟ as 

conviction to the ideas of truth and fairness. Also, in the Nicomachean 

Ethics (B7, 1108 a 19 – 23, Δ7, 1127 a 13 – b 32), there is reference to the 

virtue of truthfulness, which is the opposite of falsehood and any form of 
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pretense. In particular, Aristotle states that a truthful person would not 

exhibit any arrogance, he would not pretend to creditable qualities that he 

does not possess and in general he would be sincere in both his actions and 

words, and admit the truth about his own qualifications without either 

exaggeration or understatement (Δ7, 1127 a 20 – 26). Moreover, the truthful 

person would do certain things without an ulterior motive, thus his words 

and actions always represent his true character (1127 a 26 – 28). For this 

reason, such a person would be praiseworthy whereas those who lie and 

deceive other people would be blameworthy (1127 a 28 – 32). It is also 

interesting that Aristotle identifies the significance of such a person not 

necessarily in business relations, nor in matters of honesty and dishonesty, 

which he connects to the virtue of justice, but in cases where a man is 

truthful both in words and conduct when no considerations of honesty come 

in, from a habituated sincerity of character. A truthful man conveys the truth 

even when nothing depends on it, and will be truthful when some interest is 

at stake. Such a person would diverge from the truth, if at all, in the 

direction of understatement rather than exaggeration given that any form of 

excess is morally blameworthy (1127 a 32 – 1127 b 9). 

The above references to Aristotle would do further justice to 

Raspa‟s tabulation of lying as based on the combination of the objective 

dichotomy of true vs. false (non-true) with the subjective one of lying vs. 

being truthful (not lying). As Raspa states, we can lie by telling the truth, 

which gives a truth-bearing lie; we can lie by telling a falsehood, which 

gives a straight lie; we can be truthful by telling the truth, which gives a 

straight truth; and we can be truthful by telling a falsehood, which gives 

error. This shows that a lie possesses a propositional content but even 

though errors and lies are distinct, their borderline may be blurred. What the 

Aristotelian analysis would add is (i) the dimension of character as 

determining the act (or not) of lying itself, as well as (ii) the aspect of lying 

as the violation of trust-conviction. In the end, to lie is to invite trust and 

encourage others to believe what one says by warranting the truth of what 

ones says and at the same time to betray that trust by deliberately stating 

falsehoods.
23

 At this point, it would also be useful to mention Sisela‟s Bok 

view that the moral question of whether one is lying or not is not settled by 

establishing the truth or falsity of what one says; in order to settle this 

question, we must know whether one intends his statement to mislead. She 

                                                 
23

 Cf. Carson, Thomas L (1988). “On the definitions of Lying: A Reply to 

Jones and Revisions”, Journal of Business Ethics No.7, 509-514.  
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then reaches the conclusion that truth and truthfulness are not identical.
24

 

Therefore, the propositional content of lying should also be connected to the 

moral motivation of the agent and the character of the person himself. 

Finally, Raspa deals with Kant‟s views as exhibited in his 

Metaphysics of Morals, where Kant advocates that a lie produces harm not 

only to an individual but to humanity as a whole, which then leads Kant to 

accept that there is an absolute duty to truthfulness exactly because lying is 

harmful for humanity itself. Professor Raspa rightly wonders whether every 

lie truly offends humanity and considers Kant‟s thesis that we are morally 

obliged to tell the truth under all circumstances as “abstract, formal, and 

terrible in its consequences”. He also stresses that that theoretical context is 

legal, not ethical, but he holds the view that “such a stern assessment of 

voluntary falsity in conveying one’s thoughts holds on an ethical level and 

not on a juridical one”. I would support this view and add that the Kantian 

position also does not allow for a potential conflict of duties given the 

complexity of moral situations in human affairs. Equally ignorant of life‟s 

complexity is Kant‟s view that a liar is unworthy of happiness, though he 

must have in mind situations of a high ethical, legal or political importance. 

What Raspa above all succeeds in doing is to indicate that truth is not 

merely transparency and lying is not just speaking against one‟s own 

thoughts. What matters is the dialectical relationship between the agent and 

the other party as well as how to place the object of discourse within a 

certain context. In the end, “in order to tell the truth, I must consider who is 

inducing me to speak, what entitles me to do so and where I happen to be”. 

And the Kantian position on lying fails to examine this dialectical 

relationship in a pragmatic way, touching upon it in a rather abstract, 

idealistic manner. 

 

 

"It's a Sin to Tell a Lie" 

(Bill Paolino & Steve Goodman) 

 

Just be sure when you say "I love you" 

it's a sin to tell a lie 

Millions of hearts are broken 

just because those words were spoken 

 

                                                 
24

 Bok, Sisela (1999). Lying (Moral Choice in Public and Private Life), p.6. 
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I love you, yes I do 

I love you 

If you break my heart I'll cry 

 

Just be sure it's true when you say "I love you" 

it's a sin to tell a lie 

 

 

Oh yeah, I love you, yes I do 

I love you 

If you break my heart I'll cry 

 

Just be sure it's true when you say "I love you" 

it's a sin to tell a lie 

it's a sin to tell a lie 

 

 

 

On Lying: a Moral Defence of Deception as an Evolutionary 

Necessity 
 

Habeeb Marouf (Parmenideum)(abstract) 

 

I shall argue that deception, and specifically lying, is an 

indispensible feature of human evolution and culture. I shall further draw a 

distinction between what can be termed egotistical and altruistic lying, and 

argue that it is the former that has been indispensible for human 

development, while the latter has utility and becomes indispensible only 

once society has advanced sufficiently. 

In this manner I shall arrive at the conclusion that lying is not only 

an acceptable but also a morally defensible mode of human interaction when 

applied in the correct context. Furthermore, I shall hope to show that in an 

advanced state of civilisation, the only form of lying that remains morally 

defensible is altruistic lying. 

Finally, there will be an attempted outline of what society would: 

first, have likely evolved to had lying not formed part of human culture; and 

second, what society might become if every individual implemented Kant‟s 

Categorical Imperative. 
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Kant versus Skyrms on Universal Deception 
 

Don Fallis (University of Arizona)(abstract) 

 

 If knowledge is the norm of practical reasoning, then we should be 

able to alter people's behavior by affecting their knowledge as well as by 

affecting their beliefs. Thus, as Roy Sorensen (2010) suggests, we should 

expect to find people telling lies that target knowledge rather than just lies 

that target beliefs. In this paper, however, I argue that Sorensen's discovery 

of “knowledge-lies” does not support the claim that knowledge is the norm 

of practical reasoning. First, I use a Bayesian framework to show that in 

each of Sorensen's examples, knowledge-lies alter people's behavior by 

affecting their beliefs. Second, I show that while we can imagine lies that 

target knowledge without targeting beliefs, they cannot alter people's 

behavior. In other words, knowledge-lies actually work (i.e., manipulate 

behavior) by targeting beliefs or they do not work at all. 

 

 

 

Philosophical Ethics of Happiness: 

Rethinking Farabi’s Treatise “Attainment of Happiness” 
 

Mostafa Younesie (Tarbiat Modares University) 

 

 Discussion of “happiness” and “ethics” is possible as its basis in 

different disciplines and approaches that “philosophical” may be one of 

them. Although today (for various reasons) speaking about these subject 

matters is neither very easy nor without sharp challenges; yet dialectically 

this dominant unfavorable atmosphere makes it a necessary and inviting 

duty to tackle the related challenges seriously and vigorously. 

 The compound term of “philosophical ethics” reminds the engaged 

minds of scholars of the Nicomachean Ethics and Aristotle who is one of the 

core figures in the contemporary academic discussions of ethics, but I 

should say that by the term of philosophical ethics, I do not mean 

contemporary discussions, for example, of Habermas vs Gadamer,
25

 but 

                                                 
25 R.C. Bartlett & S.D. Collins Action and Contemplation, State University of New 

York Press, 1999, p. 37. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.2041-6962.2011.00078.x/abstract#b45
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Farabi who is one of the first forerunners or more precisely founding fathers 

of the field of ethics in the Medieval Islamic Arabic world.
26

 

 As the title of Farabi‟s monograph, “Attainment of Happiness”, 

reveals he wants to write about “happiness” or, more correctly, “attainment” 

of happiness (not understanding, interpreting, pursuing, liking, … 

happiness). Can the title give us some preliminary and important hints 

before entering the main body of his text? The title may indicate that he 

wants to speak about “happiness” and (perhaps) not “perfection”, for it 

seems that happiness is more practical and realizable than perfection. That 

is, he writes about actualization of a realizable theme. Moreover, felicity is a 

whole with many levels and all of them, in total, will be experienced as 

happiness.
27

 Besides, we expect that his main arguments or a large part of 

the treatise to be oriented towards the different ways of or the „howness‟ of 

felicity attainment and should not surprise if there is no or only implicit 

discussions about „whatness‟ and a definition of it! 

 The First section of Farabi‟s treatise confirms the above initial 

intuitive reading of the title. We read: ”The human things through which 

nations and citizens of cities attain earthly happiness in this life and supreme 

happiness in the life beyond are of four kinds: theoretical virtues, 

deliberative virtues, moral virtues, and practical arts” (Sec. 1, p. 13). Felicity 

not only belongs both to this and that “other” world, but also there is no 

Chinese Wall between these two, for it is a whole and not a monolithic 

totality with many interconnected (not disconnected, separated) layers that 

according to this passage are four. 

 More importantly, why does he begin the first line and section of 

his treatise “Attainment of Happiness‟ with “things that are human”? The 

word things (ashya) as an Arabic philosophical term has a variety of senses 

and roughly corresponds with “being”; according to Mahdi it can signify 

both particulars and universals in this paragraph (Note to 59 – 1, p. 141). 

Besides, the statement that these things have human color and quality may 

mean that he wants to write a practical treatise about happiness of human 

beings through human things. The compound term of “human things” can 

mean things human in both a particular and an universal dimension. Is it 

possible to interpret human beings to have both particular and universal 

felicity? If so, happiness has both particular and universal aspects; that 

                                                 
26 M. Fakhry, 1991, p. 78. 
27 Muhsin Mahdi Alfarabi philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, Cornell University 

Press, 2001, p. ix – all references are to this edition. 
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means that human beings have a universal felicity of the four mentioned 

kinds combined and intertwined and at the same time with regard to each 

one of them particularly by gaining their specific happiness. 

 But more importantly for present purposes, it seems that there is a 

rationale and logic behind the arrangement and order of the human things, 

for the first human thing is “theoretical virtues”, then “deliberative virtues”, 

after that “moral virtues”, and last “practical art”. Accordingly, for gaining 

happiness we should begin from “theoretical virtues” and go step-by-step 

through “deliberative virtues” then “moral virtues” and lastly “practical 

arts”. Can this arrangement be otherwise? What is Farabi‟s intention in 

proposing such an order? In this paper the situation of ethics and morality is 

the main issue that shapes its subject matter. And in this regard it is my 

hypothesis that to understand ethics we have to examine it against a hybrid 

background of theoretical and deliberative virtues and thereby connect 

ethics as a discussion about “human character” with morality as logos or 

speaking about “good and bad”. According to this account, we can say that 

ethics/morality is not autonomous and independent but dependent on a 

combination of intellection and deliberation and this version of 

ethics/morality may lead to happiness (Sec. 34). To verify this statement let 

me begin with Farabi‟s discussion of ethics (as addressing human character 

in both its individual and collective aspects) and the way it should be 

transmitted and advanced into morality. 

 Without entering the debatable historical account of the Arabic 

word akhlaq (that in Arabic is used for both ethics and morality) and its 

technical use in Farabi‟s treatise, it is acceptable that akhlaq/ethics has some 

necessary relation to “soul/psyche”, wherefore when he uses this term he 

means soul of man in contrast to every other live or dead entity. Thus ethics 

has a relation with the soul of man that makes his/her nature human.
28

 But 

this term is ambiguous and unclear; it needs further discussion in order to 

become clear and in this regard we have to see what Farabi thinks. 

 To understand Farabi‟s speculations about character, we have to 

consider and examine some categories. He introduces mainly two states or 

conditions of human character at both the individual and collective (nation, 

city, and group) level, wherefore to comprehend human quality, we have to 

know that there is not merely one state of man and then examine both of 

these and their interrelations. In “Attainment of Happiness” on the 

                                                 
28 Seemingly comparable with Aristotle‟s account: A. Loizou & H. Lesser, Polis and 

Politics, Avesbury, 1990, p. 35f. 
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individual level of human character, Farabi speaks of natural and volitional 

states of human character as an innate disposition in human beings that 

moves man in their specific direction until encountering obstacles (Sec. 36, 

p. 34). But human beings are not only and merely natural beings - if so they 

are incomplete. Humans, furthermore, have will and volition for completing 

or managing their innate natural dispositions and thereby the introduction of 

ethics and morality regarding judgments of goodness and badness. Character 

of human beings as ethical beings cannot stop at the natural level but it 

should go further and, in other words, become sublime. Thus these two 

states of human character should interplay with each other and transform 

ethics as a science of characters into a science about the good and the bad - 

therefore in contrast to the modern separation of ethics and morality in 

Farabi (like Aristotle) one can see their identity. It means that here Farabi 

makes an interconnection or bridging between ethics as about habits, ethos 

and character on one hand and ethics as we usually understand it about the 

good and bad on the other hand. How does he translate the initial earlier 

meaning of ethics into its second later one? He does so at two levels by 

introducing the category of “end/telos” and the role of “rational” 

background of both natural and human virtues. Accordingly, every entity 

and being in the world has an end and spontaneously, unconsciously, 

consciously and volitionally is moving or should move towards it. For 

Farabi in human sphere all the ends are not at the same level and value but 

they can be classified in three broad levels: truly good; maybe bad; and 

believed to be good (Sec. 27, p. 28). Therefore human character becomes 

moral and ethical with regard to the end that the individual chooses and 

assigns for it and then gathers and manages all the other things in this 

course. Human character in itself is something neutral and unmoral but 

when is directed toward some specific good, bad, or believed good, it takes 

on human and moral quality and is no more neutral and natural – an instance 

of the interplay between will and nature. 

 But as I mentioned beside this individual level of human character, 

Farabi introduces the collective level with many examples. Interestingly, it 

seems that for Farabi collectivities such as nations and cities have no 

character of their own but gives no reasons for this statement. But it is clear 

that in comparison with human beings that have a character of their own the 

mentioned collectivities have no, but should have character. Accordingly, he 

writes about the various “ways” and “agents” that should “habituate” 

nations, cities and in fact their inhabitants and citizens “in doing that issue 

from the practical states of character by arousing them the resolution to do 
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these acts … (Sec. 39, p. 35). Therefore without exception the character of 

all the people who live in this or that nation or city should be formed and 

shaped by the supreme “ruler” and “superintendent” (having different titles 

in different languages), although he can delegate this responsibility to other 

individuals and groups that continue the formation of the other people‟s 

characters under his supervision. Meanwhile, it seems that at this macro-

level the identity of ethics and morality or the transformation of knowledge 

of character into knowledge of good and bad is basically dependent on the 

supreme ruler or an elite and for this reason in the related sections we 

observe a great emphasis on the supreme “leader” and “superintendent”. On 

the whole and as a rule, character formation at large scale and spread (not 

individual) is a social and collective-oriented duty and task. But all those 

who live in a nation or city are not on the same level and are, in other words, 

not equal, for they occupy a specific rank in the order of being and humanity 

and on this basis there should be different ways of forming their characters. 

With regard to the reactions, condition and actualities of the people, Farabi 

speaks mainly of three ways: consent, compulsion, and a combination of 

these. If this is all of Farabi‟s account, it seems too pragmatic! But it is not 

so, for this account leans on a notional and conceptual explanation and 

accordingly people will be classified and the different sciences will emerge 

(Sec. 44, 45, 46, p. 39). Therefore formation of characters in the collect-

ivities such as nation and city depends on a specific kind of philosophy that 

is beyond a pragmatic one. 

 According to the above-mentioned account, “character” at both its 

“individual” and “collective” level in their own ways needs a specific kind 

of reasoning and intellection. For example at the individual level, the natural 

and human/volitional virtues and ethics should be both understood and 

realized. In other words, to understand and at the same time practice 

natural/human virtues we need specific reasons. Accordingly and 

simultaneously, each one needs its appropriate and specific theoretical and 

practical background; that means that natural virtue of the natural state 

needs natural rationality and human virtue of the volitional state a human 

one. This statement points to the practical philosophical backing of ethics 

although the latter cannot be a self-enclosed, self-referential and 

independent field and subject. 

 For Farabi ethics in its identity with morality is concerned with 

“voluntary” (that is human things) as distinguished from the things natural, 

arbitrary, spontaneous, and the like. Human beings in contrast to the other 

living beings have “will” and can think and practice the things they like at a 
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specific event, time and place and thereby we face something exclusively 

human that can be called voluntary ideas, doings, and things. In other words, 

human beings as the only ethical beings act morally in different and variable 

accidents and states. More or less, for Farabi the variable accidents are 

mainly the specific time, place, and event, and according to our will we 

practice an ethical practice in variable and different places, times and events. 

And all these will be realized by a definite human faculty called 

“deliberation” as the skill and the faculty by which one discovers and 

discerns the variable accidents of the intelligibles whose particular instances 

are made to exist by the will, when one attempts to bring them into actual 

existence by the will at a particular time, a particular place, and when a 

particular event takes place,…”(Sec. 26, p. 27f). When we remember 

Aristotle‟s account of the two divisions of the rational part of the soul in 

Book VI of the Nicomachean Ethics, we read that one part admits of 

contemplating things which admit of variation and he calls it 

faculty; Aristotle continues: 

“

” (NE Book VI. I, 1139 a.) More 

importantly, this deliberation is a “human deliberative” faculty and a virtue, 

and should be differentiated from the “natural deliberation” that is a kind of 

natural innate “cleverness” that is pre-ethical and can even sometimes be 

called anti- or immoral. These notions gradually pave the way for and 

remind us of the necessity of another more basic antecedent faculty that 

seems to be theoretical virtue and in Farabi is equal to philosophy – of 

which his treatise “Attainment of Happiness” ends with a discussion (Sec. 

53-62). 

 Why it is that deliberation virtue and reason as the gate of entrance 

into ethics/morality at micro-individual and macro-communal levels depends 

on and is subordinate to theoretical virtue and reasoning? According to 

Farabi, micro-level deliberation merely discerns the accidents and states of 

the intelligibles that are acquired by theoretical virtue and reason thus it 

should follow the theoretical reason. Therefore principally at first theoretical 

reason should do its function, that is, comprehending the invariable intel-

ligibles and then, secondly, the deliberation reason goes toward them in order 

to discover their variable states and accidents; accordingly the first should 

occur before the second (Sec. 34, 35, p. 32). We read such a tenor in Aristotle 

too: 
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” VIvii, 

a 

 There is the same explicit and implicit content in Farabi‟s 

discussion of ethics/morality at the macro-level. Here we observe a kind of 

interconnection between the necessary sciences for forming the character of 

different rankings of the inhabitants and citizens of the nations and cities 

that in their turn lead to different sciences. It means that with regard to the 

stratification of people in the order to the supreme “leader” and 

“superintendent” attain the aim of forming different characters on the 

macro-level, Farabi suggests that the following three basic sciences are 

needed: theoretical sciences, popular theoretical sciences, and image-making 

theoretical sciences; we see that the genus of all is theoretical reason, the 

first science. Therefore the initial theoretical sciences should be 

appropriated at different levels with regard to the potentialities and ranks of 

inhabitants and citizens. That means that some people can know and 

understand intelligibles through demonstrations, some through persuasion, 

and some through images. Thereby on the macro-level of ethics/morality we 

observe interplay among these sciences and ranks of people with the 

authority and priority of theoretical reason and virtue. 

 Accordingly, we should search for and examine Farabi‟s 

conception of the nature and quality of this theoretical faculty and reason 

that corresponds to philosophy and derivation of the philosophical from it. 

Interestingly, he begins his discussion of philosophy with a historical 

version. It means that initially and generally the Greeks understand it “as the 

quest and the love for the highest wisdom” (Sec. 53, p. 43), here, of course, 

“the highest” has a specific tenor and means the openness and recourse of 

philosophy to other wisdoms, arts, and virtues and not its independent and 

self-containment. As Greek evidence for Farabi‟s statement one can mention 

Aristotle‟s statement in the Nicomachean Ethics: 

 

“

NE VI.vii. 19-20). According to Farabi after this 

broad general conception, philosophy becomes equal to competence in any 

art that leads to actions and the concerned individual can thereby become a 

competent practitioner (Sec. 53, p. 43). His statement reminds us of 

Aristotle too: 

 

“

” (NE VI.vii. 9-10). Accordingly, philosophy as a historical 
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category at its initial beginning equals “unqualified wisdom” but afterwards 

it becomes thin, partial, and departmental corresponding and limited to 

“qualified wisdom”; therefore when we nowadays speak of the 

“philosophical” we mean “practical”. But with regard to the religious 

background and context of Farabi it is not a sufficient account. Farabi 

understands this point and in the context of defining philosophy pays rather 

extensive attention to religion (as a general category in about one page and a 

half. Sec. 55, p. 44f) and this time tries to restate his account of 

“philosophy” and “the philosophical” in “analogy” with religion. 

 In an “analogical correspondence” between religion and philosophy 

he completes his version of philosophy. It means that philosophy and 

religion in each its own specific methods comprise the same subjects and 

give an account of the first principle and ultimate end of man. Therefore 

they are counterparts in their own way, that is, while philosophy seeks 

comprehension through intellect and assent by the method of demonstration, 

religion seeks comprehension through imagination and assent by persuasion. 

 Accordingly, philosophy and religion (noting that philosophy is 

temporally prior to religion) make the subjects understandable and 

comprehensible; that means the first principle or cause and ultimate end of 

man through the intellect by demonstration and imitation by persuasion, 

respectively. Therefore philosophy and religion have a kind of commonality 

but realize it differently and on this basis one has to understand Farabi‟s 

statement about philosophy with regards to its analogy with religion, too. 

 Up to now, considering these notions of philosophy and connecting 

them together it can be suggested that for Farabi “philosophical” as a term 

means the wisdom that is “unqualified, intellectual and demonstrable”. 

Besides, the same term has many features and in speaking of philosophy, we 

should consider and mention them - otherwise our statement is not precise 

and sound. In this context it is possible to classify these features in the 

following two main pairs: perfect/defect and true/mutilated. As regards the 

first pair, perfect philosophy contains both theoretical/practical virtues but if 

restricted to the theoretical ones it is defective (Sec. 54, p. 43). Accordingly, 

philosophy cannot be self-contained but should have other-regarding and in 

appropriate ways do something for the other people according to their 

capabilities. Therefore the affirmative features of perfect philosophy as 

distinguished from defective philosophy are intertwining of its theoretical, 

practical and potential characteristics. 

 As regards the second pair true/mutilated, true philosophy means 

the existence of theoretical and practical things in the soul of a legislator as 
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compared with religion that the same things exist in the soul of the 

multitude. It is noteworthy that Farabi discusses mutilated philosophy and 

its three kinds more than the true one. “False philosophy” (with relatively 

more discussion and length than the other two) is a kind of philosophy that 

in it theoretical sciences are acquired by the philosopher without achieving 

the utmost perfection as the capability to introduce others to what he knows 

in so far as their capacity permits. Then there is “vain philosophy”, as 

learning the theoretical sciences without going further and without being 

habituated to doing the acts considered virtuous by a certain religion or the 

generally accepted noble acts. And lastly, Farabi mentions “counterfeit 

philosophy” as studying theoretical sciences without being naturally 

equipped for them (Sec. 60, 61 p. 48). According to this account, “false 

philosophy” has neither true conception of nor readiness for the purpose of 

philosophy; in “vain philosophy” inclinations and appetites are dominant; 

and in “counterfeit philosophy” unsuitable dispositions have priority. 

Therefore when Farabi speaks of true philosophy he has both positive 

aspects of the existence of theoretical and practical sciences in the 

legislator‟s soul and at the same time by this term negates misunderstanding 

of philosophy‟s purpose across the dominance of inclinations and 

dispositions. 

 In conclusion, Farabi explains his account of attaining human 

happiness that seems a more practical available and accessible thing than 

theoretical pursuit of perfection. Considering discussion of happiness as a 

human category he pays rather detailed attention to the human things 

through which as a whole this supreme happiness may be realized. And 

among these I have concentrated on the ethics/morality and its position and 

function in actualization of felicity here and there. It seems that although 

immediate and direct intertwining of ethics/morality at micro-individual and 

macro-collective levels is based on deliberation faculty/virtue but this reason 

is not independent and autonomous but dependent on the theoretical 

sciences that are equal to philosophy. Thereby Farabi introduces a kind of 

“philosophical ethics” (philosophical as a perfect, true, unqualified, 

demonstrable intellection) for attainment of happiness and through this 

background and support realization of human happiness is feasible and 

possible. 
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Better to be a Homebound Socrates than a Wandering Odysseus? 

 

Sarah Nooter (University of Chicago)(abstract) 

 

 

 My approach is inspired by a research study that was publicized 

soon before I received the call for papers. According to this study, people 

whose minds wander are less happy than people whose minds do not. The 

version of the “unhappy man” that I would like to discuss, then, is the 

wandering man. I plan to approach this question by juxtaposing Odysseus, 

Greek literature‟s most famous wanderer, with Socrates, who wanders 

extensively in his mind, but has no interest in leaving Athens at all (though 

he does by force on several occasions) or even in considering objects 

beyond the self (Phaedrus). These two wanderers are strikingly similar in 

certain respects: both are driven by curiosity. Socrates‟ is well-documented. 

Odysseus‟ is found in his inability to not explore the dangerous places he 

encounters: the cave of the Cyclops, the island of Circe. Both are known for 

their powers of speech and thought, which overcome the impression of their 

unattractive exteriors: in the Iliad, Antenor describes Odysseus as a man 

who becomes magnificent in “aspect” when words flow out of him like 

snowflakes. In Plato‟s Symposium, Alcibiades compares Socrates to a statue 

of a grotesque Satyr that contains the image of a god within and tells his 

fellow-symposiasts that Socrates is in fact irresistible.  

 And yet there is a great difference between the way these two 

figures are portrayed and this lies in that elusive thing that happiness: 

Odysseus‟ wanderings do not make him “happy” as such; readers of the 

Odyssey witness him weeping far more frequently than the Iliad‟s sulky 

Achilles, and his name famously means “sorrowful.” (Plato‟s Socrates 

imagines an Odysseus in the space between lives remembering his toils and 

choosing to be reborn as an ordinary citizen (Republic, 620c).) Socrates, 

however, is positively beatific. In the Apology, he cannot summon any 

distress or even annoyance, no matter how the jury of Athens rule, even 

when it is for his own death (which he feels should not be feared). He 

frustrates his friend in Crito with his perfect equanimity and refusal to 
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escape prison, Athens, and death; he is content with the contract to which he 

has agreed. Mill may have imagined an unhappy Socrates, but he could not 

have found him in Plato. 

 What makes Odysseus, the wanderer of lands, unhappy, and 

Socrates, the wanderer in soul, so at ease? The different between them is the 

underlying existence or absence of desire as a motivator of wandering. To 

examine this theory in light of archaic Greek thought, I will turn to a excerpt 

from the Iliad, a simile which describes Hera‟s instantaneous leap from one 

mountaintop to another: 

 

 Thus he spoke, and the white-armed goddess Hera did not disobey, 

 but went from the peaks of Ida to great Olympus. 

 Just as when the mind of a man darts off, a man who has traveled 

 through many lands, and in his wise heart he thinks, 

 “o that I might be there, or there” and longs for many things, 

 so rapidly did queen Hera, striving eagerly, fly through space 

(Iliad, 15.78-83). 

 

This astonishing passage compares the swift, eager and instantaneous 

movements of a goddess with the swiftly wandering mind of a wise traveler, 

filled with desire to be elsewhere. For the goddess accomplishment instantly 

answers desire; for the traveller, physical wanderers are only a spur and poor 

antidote to the wanderers that his mind conjures. I will conclude with a close 

reading of the association of wisdom, wandering and desire in this passage 

and its message for the wandering Odysseuses of the world. 

 

 

 

Vincenzo Fano, I paradossi di Zenone, Carocci Editore, Roma 2012. 

Serie: Bussole 441. ISBN 978-88-430-6267-6. Pp. 144, Euro 10,50. 

 

“Zeno and Present Times: when a theoretical effort becomes an 

History of Science” could be one way of expressing the project underlying 

this stimulating essay by Vincenzo Fano, Professor of Philosophy of Science 

at the University Carlo Bo of Urbino (Italy). With the occasion to present 

the paradoxes of Zeno, among the most famous topics of philosophical lit-

erature, Fano goes into detail as regards the various suggestions for solu-

tions that scientists and philosophers have given in the course of time up 

until now. 
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Thus, Fano considers Zeno through Aristotle, Diogenes of Sinope, 

Parmenides and Simplicius and above all Cantor, Weierstrass, Russell, 

Bergson, Heisenberg, Grünbaum to more recent names as Bell, White, 

Sorabji, Silagadze, Dummett, Smolin, Arntzenius and many others. Actu-

ally, medieval thinkers do not appear at all, since the goal of the essay is to 

underline the modernity of the Zenonian questions for science and its history 

(pp. 17-19), showing modern science as deeply connected to the problems 

underlying the paradoxes of Zeno. However, Fano is honest about one 

aspect that could constrain him in achieving his aim: tracing historio-

graphical events about Zeno‟s paradoxes (pp. 15-17), he declares that there 

are big differences between solutions by various thinkers, especially if they 

are mathematicians or metaphysicians, if they are philosophers or physicists 

(p. 19). This essay nonetheless is a useful attempt to consider, use and re-

produce various types of analyses of the subject. 

In his time Zeno produced some 40 arguments (Procl., in Parm. 

694.23-25). We ignore the major part of them, concentrating on what is 

preserved in some fragments and testimonies. Fano analyzes four of these 

arguments, particularly those we call “paradoxes”, in a modern way to 

understand the ancient “argument”: the paradoxes of Dichotomy, of Achilles 

and the turtle, of the arrow, and of the Big and the Small. Initially, chapter 1 

presents paradoxes in an informal manner in order to reduce them to a 

comprehensible approach, and thus we can discover how paradoxes inhabit 

international literature from theatre to tales, as in Bloch or Monterroso. 

Chapter 2 is about the Dichotomy: a body passing subsequent 

halves of a ride is unable to reach its destination. After the treatment of 

Aristotle‟s solution in opposition to the solution of Diogenes (solvitur 

ambulando, “let‟s go and see you can reach the end of the ride”), the essay 

copes with the question of divisibility of space and divisibility of time and 

their connection: this question has an ontological aspect that cannot be 

eliminated, as Grünbaum helped to focus on with the argument of gen-

identical facts (i.e. facts that involve the same entity) to justify the passage 

from space‟s density to time‟s density (p. 39). 

The paradox of Achilles and the turtle is dealt with in chapter 3. 

From a logical point of view it is similar to the Dichotomy and there is a 

very large literature about it. Fano chooses to compare the Achilles‟s 

movement concept with the concept of “supertasks”, i.e. performing an 

infinite series of acts in a finite time. If we thought Quantum Mechanics 

provides a proof of impossibility to realize the supertask of Achilles, we 

would be disappointed, because the principles of Quantum Mechanics are 
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not applicable to the paradox (since Achilles and the turtle are macroscopic 

objects, at least). The analysis is very keen and deploys Black‟ analytic 

arguments to the Aristotelian concept of action again. 

Chapter 4, dedicated to the paradox of the Big and the Small, is an 

occasion to trace the history of the „mathematical continuum‟ from the 

Greeks to Weierstrass and Cantor (pp. 67-86). Thus, we can comprehend 

how post-Cantorian mathematics has adequate instruments to treat the para-

dox: it has a theory of measurement enabling to speak coherently about a 

segment as an infinite set at most countable at unextended points. 

Chapter 5 and the paradox of the arrow turns again to deal with 

aspects of Quantum Mechanics and the paradox of “quantistic Zeno” elab-

orated by the physicists Sudarshan and Misra in 1977 (p. 117). In this 

chapter some insights from the philosophy of science are deployed: the 

different ways to represent the relation between the state of motion of a 

body and its positions in space and in time are the consequence of different 

conceptual perspectives (p. 98: Eliminationism to eliminate the concepts of 

motion and velocity from Physics; Reductionism to identify motion and 

velocity; Supervenience, to use a concept of motion and velocity independ-

ently of positions and times but determined by them together with force and 

mass; Autonomy for a concept of motion and velocity absolutely independ-

ent of space-time positions and of possible causal relation). 

The paradoxes of Zeno are a valued occasion, in this essay, to re-

member how modern science and its foundation always borders on 

philosophy. Especially this essay shows very well how the ontological 

problem is the topic in which a collaboration among different points of view 

is essential: if science wants to describe reality – as it does want – it cannot 

renounce to clarify its fundamental principles using a philosophical ap-

proach. Fano‟s conclusion leaves a hopeful perspective, encouraging science 

to make an effort in the future to codify the ontological priority somehow. 

Flavia Marcacci 

Department of Foundations of Science 

University of Urbino 
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– sessione internazionale di filosofia antica – che si svolge 

con cadenza annuale proprio nei luoghi che videro la genesi 

del pensiero eleatico. Nella consapevolezza di quanto 

fascino eserciti l‟antica città di Elea e di come essa sia meta di 

pellegrinaggio per appassionati e cultori dei filosofi Parmenide e Zenone, 

con spirito visionario, si è creata una sinergia per dare vita a un 

appuntamento scientifico di rilevanza mondiale. Già a partire dal 1986, si è 

giunti ad ideare Eleatica, un evento capace di attirare nell‟inimitabile 

cornice di Elea i principali studiosi e appassionati della scuola eleatica 

invitati ad ascoltare le lezioni magistrali di un filosofo di fama riconosciuta 

per dar vita a dibattiti di altissimo livello, sulla scia della grande tradizione 

della filosofia greca. 

 

www.eleatica.it 
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